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Vowel Harmony in Finnish and Finnish Romani

l. Introduction

The purpose of this paper is to discuss some aspects of the Finnish

Romani vowel harmony by presenting a contrastive analysis of
Finnish and Finnish Romani types of vowel harmony. The
questions discussed in this paper include (i) the description of the

Finnish Romani vowel system and (ii) the description of the

Finnish Romani vowel harmony, in particular the distinction
between 'internal harmony' and 'suffix harmony', and the

treatnent of compounds and disharmonic stems.

The theoretical framework chosen for the present paper is
the autosegmental phonolory approach (Goldsmith 1976). It has

proven very suitable in description of features whose scope is
beyond the segment, such as tonal phenomena and vowel harmony
(for vowel harmony, see Goldsmith (1985), for other approaches,

see van der Hulst & van de Weijer (1996). Autosegmental

phonology is a representation of generative phonology that allows
(in confast to strictly segmental theories) features to belong to one

or more segments. The description comprises several tiers; each

tier consists of segments that are linearly arranged. In the

autosegmental approach to vowel harmony, vowel features are

placed on separate autosegmental tiers (Goldsmith 1985: 254). As
in (1), the segments are linked together with association lines,

which indicate how they are coarticulated.
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(1) hajuvaa'to know'
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The vowel features used are either binary or unary (bivalent
or monovalenlequipollent or privative). As in Chomsþ & Halle
(1968), the feah¡re [round] is binary as it is always specified as

either [+] or [-]. Following Goldsmith (1985), the feature [ow] is
regarded as unary, as it is specified only for its presence. As
illustrated in (1), the symbols [u] and [a] are used to abbreviate the
feature names [round] and [ow]. V denotes a V-slot.

Additionally, some empirical notes are presented in the paper.

The material used for this study consists of eight computerized
corpora. The corpora are available at the Research Institr¡te for the

Languages of Finland. Five of the corpora used are SGML-coded
dictionaries. The Jalkio and Kronqvist corpora are based on
manuscripts of wordJists, owned by Mustalaislåihetys in Helsinki.
The manuscript of a Finnish-Romani word-list, by Yrjö Temo,
was given to the Research Institute for Languages of Finland in
1984. The MNS and Thesleffcorpora ¿¡re based on printed books
(Mustalaiskielen ortografi akomitea 197 2; Thesletr I 90 I ). Three of
the corpora are passages from the Bible, translated intp Finnish
Romani by Yrjö Temo (Biblel) (available at the Research Institute
for the Languages of Finland), Viljo Koivisto (1971) (Bible2) and

Pertti Valtonen (1970) (Bible3). The dictionaries provide 25,289
lexical entries; naturally, the same lexeme may occur several times
in the material. The overall size of the text corpora is 26,043
words. By means of normal UNIX commands and Awk progrÍrms,

a subcorpus of 1,050 words (- 2 %o) was exfracted from the

original corpora. The subcorpus contains only those items in which
there are front harmony vowels ly, a, ö1. The composition of the
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used is presented in table (1). The size of the material provided

varies a lot from corpus to corpus, the smallest amount of data

being provided by the three text corpora. Due to the small size of
the data, I did not compile separate statistics for the dictionaries

and the texts.

C-q.py-t Overall size Number ofwords
containing /y, ö, ¿¡,/

%

Thesleff 7 77 169

67

7,563 263

4,478 2_8!.

107. ?.,2-.2.?

1,-0q6 56

7 ?o5

4,6621 36

2.2

Kqgryvi1
Jalkio

25
3.5

Temo 6.4

MNS
Biblel
Bible2

1,1
0.4

Bible3 08
Total 51.332 1,050 2.0

Tabte l. The composition of the corpus used.

2. Finnish Romani Vowel System

Presumably, the Romani language had originally a five-vowel-

system, which comprised the vowel phonemes /4, e, i, o, l-t/

(according to some scholars, the occurrence of lel was also

possible) (Valtonen 1968: 93). This five-vowel-system is a subset

of the vowel system of Sanskrit, which Romani (as an Indo-Aryan

language) often has been compared with in the research tradition,
especially in historical linguistics (e.g. Bloch 1921; Kochanowski

1963; Miklosich 187211881; Pott 184411845). Sanskrit has the

vowels la, a'., i,i:, u, u:/, the syllabic consonants I !, f , f'.1, and the
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diphthongs I ai, e'., o'., au/ (Mishra 197 2; Y altonen 1 968: 93). The
five vowels la, e, i, o, u/ are conìmon to all dialects of Romani
(Cortiade 1989: l4). In dialects of Albanian Romani, the vowels /i,
e, ä/ and a syllabic lyl are found in addition to the five basic

vowels (Cortiade 1989: l4). Both Finnish and Latvian dialects of
Romani have the additional front vowels /y, ö, ä/ (I\4anu5 &
Neilands & Rudeviðs l997;Yaltonen 1968: 93).

According to Valtonen (1968: 93),|y, ö/ originate from
Hungarian. lä/ was borrowed later (from Scandinavian
languages?). It is not exactly known, when the vowels ly, ö, á/
were adopted. In Finnish Romani, the vowels ly, ö, à/ are found
mainly in a group of Scandinavian and Germanic loans, such as

byyka 'lawñry' < Germ. büke, Sw. byk, bari'hill' < Sw. berg,
hyög'htgh' < Sw. hog,lyördri'Saturday' < Scand. lørdag, Sw.
lordag, stykk1s 'piece' < Germ. stykke, Sw. stycke etc. In older
layers of the Romani vocabulary they are exfemely rare (Valtonen
1968: 93). Some examples, given by Valtonen (1968: 93), are: üj
'girl' , ddj 'mother', gririji 'housewife' , phyyli 'widow', rcij 'lord' ,

thyööli'tobacco'. Note that also the forms ðaj, daj, gaaji, raj are

used.

Due to their distribution in loan items only, the vowels
ly, ö, a/ are rare in Finnish Romani. Their respective phoneme

frequencies (computed on the basis of the Romani corpora at the
Research Institute for the Languages of Finland) are 0.8 % (y),
0.5 o/o (ã) and 0.8 % (ö) of all vowel phonemes. In Finnish, the
corresponding phoneme frequencies are higher except for /0/:
1.8 o/o,4.7 % and 0.5 o/o of all vowel phonemes (Karlsson 1982:

7s).

From the autosegmental point ofview, Finnish Romani
has (exactly like Finnish) a vowel system that has (i) an unary
feature [ow] on one tier and (ii) a binary feature [round] on
another tier. In autosegmental phonolory, segments that are

considered autonomous and represented on their own tier are
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autosegmentalized unary feature [front] (hereafter referred to as F).

The phonetically fronted vowels are associated with the feature F.

Furthermore, both Finnish and Finnish Romani have a Front

Specification rule (Goldsmith 1985: 261):

(2) Associate the feature F with any [-round] V-slot

The rule acts on li, el; lal is not specified for the

feahre [round], see (3). The phonetically fronted vowels, thus,

have two sources. Following Goldsmith (1985), we end up to the

following description of the vowel system (note that the neutral

vowels [i] and [e] are listed twice, as both back and front vowels).

(3)

-u

tllll
V- \- V- V-V

-u +u

ll
-u+u-u+u -lu

a

I

a

I

aa a

til tul tal [e] [o] til tyl tâl [e] [ö]

3. Vowel Harmony

Valtonen (1968: 94) argues that around the same time when these

vowels entered into Firìriish Romani, phenomena that resemble the

Finnish vowel harmony began to occur in the language, probably

influenced by the Finnish vowel harmony. He (1968: 94) points out

that allomorphs of suffixes, containing ly, ö, â/ instead of the back
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vowels lù, a, ol, were first found in the notes of Reinholm (1819-
l 883)

Finnish Romani has same kind of front/back harmony as the
Finnish language. As in Finnish, the vowel harmony acts linearly
from left to right (for Finnish, see Karlsson 1982: 100). If the first
vowel is associated with the feature F, the vowel harmony nrle (the
principle is shown in (4)) associates all subsequent V-positions
with the feafure F. As Goldsmith (1985: 258) points out, it does
not matter whether some of these V-positions already are
associated with the feature F.

(4)

The point up to which the vowel harmony rule can spread
associations, is defined morphologically (Goldsmith 1985: 258). In
Finnish Romani, the feature F can never spread across a word
boundary. Morpheme boundaries may stop the spreading of the
feature F, too (see 3.2 and,3.3).

In the same way as in Finnish, we must distinguish between
'internal harmony' that takes place in the stems and 'suffix
harmony'. While internal harmony is present at the lexical entry
level, suffix harmony is not. Instead, suffix harmony is subordinate
to internal harmony.

3.1. Internal Harmony

Like the Finrúsh vowels, the Romani vowels are divided into tlnee
sets:

(Ð front harmony vowels: {y, ö, 2i}

(iD back harmony vowels: {u, o, a}
(iii) neutral vowels: {i, e}.

V
[.. ---V V...
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The harmony vowels constitute three pairs:

(s) v-u
ö-o
ãL-a

JJ

ln these pairs both members share the rounding feature (if present),

but contrast as for the feature F. Like in Finnish (Karlsson 1982:

99; Kiparsþ 1982: 115), the neutral front vowels {i, e} remain

with their back equivalents, since the language lack the non-

rounded back vowels *[i] and *[y].

In the same stem, it is only either front or back harmony

vowels that may co-occur. The neutral vowels may co-occur with
both front and back harmony vowels.

The feature F is present in harmonic stems at the stage of
word-level phonology. There are two kinds of harmonic stems:

(Ð those with no feahre F in their lexical enûy, as in (6a)

(ii) those with the feature F in their lexical entry; the feature F

spreads over all V-positions in the stem. Consider example
(6b). (Goldsmith 1985: 269.)

(6) a. dZaøn-'toknow'

dl
V"

b. Iyön-'wages'

a

n

a
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Internal harmony takes place fairly regularly in Finnish
Romani. As much as 94 %o of all stems studied consist of front
harmony vowels or /and neufral vowels.

3.1.1. Violations of the Vowel Harmony Rule

Some stems, especially loan words, violate the vowel harmony.
The following disharmonic stems are found in the subcorpus used
for this study:

(7) faarlyij-'road'
hambys-'docker'
hamyör- 'picture'
kostymm-'suite'
martyyr- 'marlyr'
palamyss-'story'

psykiatr-' psychiatrist'
synagoog- '.synagogue'

hyov- 'to need'
lyoon-'wages'

The two last stems may be mistyped in the corpora. In disharmonic
stems, the feature F is associated with a subset of V-positions only
(Goldsmith 1985:267). Consider the examples in (8):

(8) palamyss-'story'

r
oVlVmv ss-

aa
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synøgoog- '.synagogue'

35

b

3.1.2. Treatment of Compounds

A few evident compounds were found in the material used for this
study:

(9) ðyöp-mannos'shopkeeper'

þöp-mannos'shopkeeper'
tsyöp-mannos' shopkeeper'
myörda-mannos' peculiarity'

These compounds indicate that the feahre F cannot spread across

the (word)boundary between the two parts of the compounds.

Thus, Finnish Romani fieats the compounds in the same way as the

Finnish language does (Karlsson 1982: 104):

(10) a. èyôpmannos 'shopkeeper'

TT

ï
sV
/

F

nV t-o
TÏ
oo

V
aa

( ï
V n n VsIaa

p-m
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i scipuo li'stepfather'

3.2. Suffix Harmony

Like in Finnish, none of the suffixes is underlyingly associated
with the feature F, thus, underlyingly there are five possible suffix
vowels. These are the original Romani vowels {a, e, i, o, u}. The
only possible exception is the very rare suffix -ys That occurs tlree
times in the corpora; in the Thesleff corpus, we find the word
balamys 'story', in which the front vowel -y cannot be result of
suffix harmony. Polymorphemic items such as miriki+d 'pearl'
sniidr+ci 'line (of a fishing-rod)' and seng+6s 'bed' indicate that
the suffix harmony follows somewhat different principles than the
internal harmony. All the five front vowels {i,y, e, ö, ä} can act as

front harmony vowels triggering the spread of the feature F from
stem to suffixal V-positions.

Finnish Romani has never fully adopted the Finnish type of
suffix harmony. The spreading of the feature F is quite often
blocked within the stem. Suffix harmony takes place even partially
in only about 45 o/o of ¡he instances where it could be expected to
ftmction. This is an important difference compared with the
Finnish suffrx harmony, which takes place very regularly (Karlsson
1982: 99). Consider the examples presented in (11):

b

Tï ïrVIV

I

I

aï"'
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stykk)s'piece'

st kk-

b. byöntivriti'topray'

î
V

c. slykkos'piece'

st kk- s

a

d. byönovaa'topray'

37

(l l) a.
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ï
b Vn V
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In (lla) and (llb), we see that the suffixes -Os and -AvAA
harmonise in fronftess with the stems, while in (llc) and (1ld) the
suffixes do not obey vowel harmony.

Table (2) illustrates the tendencies of the suffix harmony to
take place in different phonological contexts. The statistics
presented include all 506 items in which (i) the stem that ends in a
consonant and (ii) there is at least one front harmony vowel in the
stem. The sufüx harmony here is considered to have taken place if
at least one of the suffixal harmony vowels is fronted. Thus, full
and partial effects of the suffix harmony are treated together. Table
(2) indicates that the tendency of the vowel harmony to apply may
decrease as the sonority of the last segment of the stem increases.

Stop / _ 163 67.71

33 62.26

Sonorant / 54:4!
50.98Semivowel / 26

Table 2. Suffix harmony according to the end of the stem.

Suffix harmony is fully completed (throughout all suffixes) in
about 37 %o of the items studied, mostly in forms with one short -
(C)V(V)C suffix (about 20 yo), such as -A or -Os. In forms with
more than one sufñx, the feature F usually spreads only up to the
first suffix (the first V-position); after the first suffix, the spreading
of the feature F is normally blocked by the morpheme boundary
that follows. This is the case in many inflected forms and
derivatives of nouns with oblique stem and in many verbal forms.
The ACC.SG. morpheme that forms the oblique stem often still
obeys the vowel harmony, but that is not the case with the suffixes

Front
N %

80 32.92

ai i4
49.01

25

t5

4s.91
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that follow it (12a). Likewise in verbal forms in -AvAA, the first

vowel alone is afflected much more commonly than all three (l2b).

(12) a. lyijciko'voice + GEN.SG.'

îTIV J- k

b. ûryöntcivaa 'to admit'

l
mV nt -

a

-v V V

llaa

As for the verbal endings like in -AvAA, it is open to dispute

whether the first vowel belongs to the stem or to the suffix.

Hedman (1996) provides verbal paradigms in which the first vowel
remains unchanged throughout the inflection and might therefore

be considered a part of the stem. However, other accounts such as

Valtonen (1968: 132) and Koivisto (1987) give paradigms with
contracted forms in 3rd pers. SG. and 3rd pers. PL.:

tenk-avaa'to think'
tenk-aveha
tenk-avela, tenk-ela, tenk-ina
tenk-avaha, tenk-aveha
tenk-avena, tenk-ena
tenk-avena, tenk-ena

(13) r.
2.

3.

1.

2.

J.
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Also derivatives such as participles in -imen, e.g. tenk-imen
'thought' imply that the first vowel is part of the suffix rather than
part of the stem.

Due to the reasons stated above, not all suffixes are intent on
obeying vowel harmony. Table (3) shows the tendencies of some
Finnish Romani suffixes to obey vowel harmony. Unforhrnately,
many of the suffixes are very rare in the material used. Change,
thus, may play a role in the results. The tendencies are presented
according to the distance from the stem.

The results found here seem to coincide quite well with
Valtonen (1968). Valtonen (1968: 94) writes that the sufñxes -ös, -
ö, -kö, -al and -tci are occasionally found in the 'lower' (informal)
style. Valtonen (1968: 95) also correctly points out that the
variants *-eki and*-ind do not occur. However, the results found
here do not give support to Valtonen's opinion that the verbal
ending -avaa does not obey vowel harmony.

3.3.1. Suffix Harmony and Disharmonic Stems

In Finnish, the feature F usually spreads to a suffix vowel in forms
where the final vowel of the disharmonic stem is associated with
the feature F (cf. Goldsmith 1985: 267). As Karlsson (1982: 101)
points out, there are, however, a few items with lvl and a back
harmony vowel, in which the suffix harmony may fail to operate
(e.g. analyysi 'analysis', dynamiitti 'd¡mamite', fysiikka
'physics'). In Finnish Romani, the situation is somewhat different:
while the sufñx harmony occasionally takes place, mostly a final
front harmony vowel of a disharmonic stem does not enforce the
spreading of the feature F to the suffix vowels. Consider the
following examples:

(Q a. hamyör-ä'picture'
palamyss-ös 'story'

b. hambys-os'docker'
kostymm-a 'costume'
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Stem type Suffx % Freq. Example Gloss

I II III IV

Noun -A 56.1 a2 lvöôm-â reln
-Os 56 50 lyön-ös wages

-A- 69,t7 43 Iyij-ti volce

-As- 44,44 9 symn-äs- thimble

-o- 0 2 tyyg-o- tissue

-Os- 75 tô syön-ös- sea

-u- 100 I fiiärd-y- câr

-hA 33.33 J lvii-â-hä voice *ABL
-iA 100 1 fÌi¿ird-v-iã car+PL
-k- -o 27.91 43 byööv-â-kö sâllows+ GEN
-kier- -o 0 17 symn-äs-kier-o thimble

-ib- .A 3,33 57 gryyn-ib-ä clarity

-Os- 0 57 byöv-ib-os- hangrng

-k- -o 0 9 byöv-ib-os-k-o hanging +
GEN

-kier- -o 0 42 cleaner

Adiective -o aa al 9 rönsk-ô dissolute
-ik- -(_) 0 1 yyl-ik-o weak

-irik- -o 0 I byg-itik-o ofbarley

-vitik- -o 0 5 rvöst-ä-vitik-o auhrmn-like

Verb -A- 48 75 DVOn-a- to need

-u- 60 46 byr-y- to begin

-vAA 6l myönt-ä-vâä to admit

-AA 0 3 sry-vaa to seìü

-elA 0 2 symm-ela sew+SG3

-inA 0 3 bvov-lna hand + PL 3

.UIA 50 4 flyyg-ylâ fly+SG3

Adverb -Al 25 + trysþäl around

-Al- 0 2 tryst-¿il- around

-o 0 I trysþäl-ö around

-Om 100 I tryst-öm around

Tabte 3. Tendencies of different suffixes to obey vowel harmony
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martyyr-o 'martyr'
palamyss-os 'story'

Thus, also here suffix harmony is optional in Finnish Romani

4. Conclusions

This paper indicates that today's Finnish Romani has a vowel
harmony system that in many respects resembles its origin, the
Finnish front/back vowel harmony. However, as for the suffix
harmony in particular, Finnish Romani has not fully adopted the
Finnish system. There are a few interesting differences between
the two languages. These include the following facts:

(i) the front vowels in Finnish Romani are distributed in a small
set of lexical entries, which remarkably limits the scope of the
internal harmony.

(iÐ unlike the internal harmony, the suffix harmony is not
obligatory in Finnish Romani. Instead, quite often the
spreading of the feature F is blocked within the stem.

(iii) not all suffixes tend to obey suffix harmony in Finnish
Romani. Typically, in forms with more than one suffix, the
suffix harmony affects only the first suffix (the first V-
position) in Finnish Romani; after the first suffix, the
spreading of the feature F is blocked by the morpheme
boundary that follows.

Valtonen (1968: 95) points out that the suffix harmony
characterizes the 'lower' (informal) register. According to him, the
'upper' (i.e. formal) register lacks suffix harmony. On the basis of
the corpora available, this cannot be verified, as the corpora are
mostly dictionaries or word-lists, or texts written in formal style.
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The study of the differences between the registers would require

material based on tape-recordings with authentic spoken language.
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